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1. Loan waiver is the perfect solution to the distress being faced by Indian farmers. 

2. Online retailing is a huge threat to the conventional retail stores. 

3. Digital payment is going to end corruption in India. 

4. Misery and happiness are both modes of mind 
5. Profit is the only business of business. 
6.  Managerial skills learnt from classroom can never match those learnt from 

experience. 
7. Are corrupt but efficient politicians better than honest and in-efficient politicians? 
8. If you want peace, prepare for war 
9. Substance abuse among youth is destroying an entire generation. 
10. You are responsible for your present and future 
11. Food Comes First, Ethics Later 
12. The present Indian education system is disgusting 
13. Education in mother tongue must be emphasized. 
14. Privatization of Public sector 
15.  “Environment-Who’s Responsibility?” 
16. Peace and Non-violence :  The Outdated Concepts 
17. Placement should be the criterion in selecting a B School 
18. Government B- Schools vs. Private B- Schools 
19. Internet based Social Networking 
20. Dignity of labour: A meaningless slogan 

21. Bullet train: Do we really need? 

22. Education is the root of all evils 

23. If artificial intelligence dominates human minds, the world will be a better place to 

live. 

24. Men and women can never be equal 

25.  Expectation is the root of all unhappiness. 

26.  Freedom is a myth 

27. Going Cashless in a cash strapped economy 
28. Smart Cities- expectations v/s reality 
29. Intrapreneur V/s entrepreneur 
30. Disinvestment from public assets is good for economy 
31. An eye for an eye makes the whole world blind 
32. A data driven economy 
33. Space Missions- is it necessary? 
34. Renewable Energy and scope in NorthEast 
35. Women's Day Celebration. 
36. Merging of banks is not necessary. 
37. Students have no choice but to improve their skill set. 
38. Economic war is a better choice than physical war 



39. Whatsapp, twitter and sms have deskilled the current generation 

40. Every successful business aims at solving a problem 

41. Millennial generation is not equipped to face challenges 

42. Vision for India 
43.  India’s population is India’ s  strength 
44. Ethics and profits are mutuality exclusive 
45. Innovations in education pattern 
46. India cannot develop unless the mind-set of people change 
47. Reverse migration of workers 
48. Economy Revival package of Government of India 
49. Prospect of Indian economy in recent future 
50. Online education 
51. Lockdown policy of Government of India 

 
 

 

 


